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ABSTRACT 
Let R he a ring with unity. A combinatorial argument is used to show that the 
R-mcdule A,,(R) of all n X n matrices over R with constant row and column sums has 
a basis consisting of permutation matrices. This is used to characterize orthogonal 
matrices which are linear combinations of permutation matrices. It is showu that all 
bases of A,(R) consisting of permutation matrices have the same cardinality, and 
other properties of bases of A,(R) are investigated. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper R is a ring with unity e, e#O. Let XE R. If A is an 
n X n matrix over R such that each row and column sum of A is equal to .r, 
then A is said to be a generalized doubly stochastic (g.d.s.) nurtrix corresgotzcr- 
ing to x. If K = (?@ is an m X n matrix over the integers 2, then Kx = {a,,) is 
the mXn matrix over R with a,l=k,lx for i=l,..., m, i-1 ,..., n. If P is a 
permutation matrix over Z, then Pe is called a pmutution matrix over R. 
Let A,(R) denote the set of all ri X II g.d.s. matrices over R. It is easy to see 
that A,( R ) is a submodule of the (left) R-module of all n x n matrices over 
R, and that every n X n permutation matrix over R is in A,(R). 
In this paper a combinatorial argument is used to prove that A,( R ! has a 
basis consisting of d,., = n2- 2n +2 permutation matrices. Applying this re- 
sult, the question considered by J. Kapoor [3] of which real orthogonal 
matrices can be expressed as linear combinations of permutation matrices is 
answered by showing that such real orthogonal matrices are those which are 
g.d.s. matrices corresponding to k 1. For some rings A,(R ) has bases will-~ 
more than d,., elements. However, it is shown that every basis of A,(H) 
consisting of permutation matrices hai cardinality d,.,. We conclude by 
considering certain sets of permutation matrices that are bases of A,(Z). 
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2. A BASIS OF PERMUTATION MATRICES 
THEOREM 2.1. The R-module A,(R) has a b.w consisting of d,, = u2 - 
2n + 2 permutation matrices. 
Proof. Let Z be the n X n identity matrix and Q = (9iJ the n X n per- 
mutation matrix over 2 with 9i,i+l= 1 for i= 1,. . .,n (modulo n). Let 
M = (m,J = I+ Q, and suppose that the s = n2- 2n zero entries of M are 
mdl~l”“ymi,,. For each k= 1 ). . . ,s, there is a uniqtie n X n permutation 
matrix Pk = ( pii) over Z such that p4& = 1 and P,~ Q mit whenever (i, i) # ( ik, fk) 
(see for example [l]). Let Ps+l= Q and Ps+2= 1. Suppose that x~,...,x~+~E R 
with XiL:@‘ke = 0. For k = 1,. . . , s, the (ik, jk) entry of Pke is e, while the 
(ik,jk) entry of P,e is zero whenever m#k. Hence, x&=0 for k= 1,. . .,s. It 
now follows that x8+ 1 = xs+2 =O. Therefore the set I’={P,e:k=l,...,s+2} 
of permutation matrices over R is linearly independent. For A = (a,) E A,,( R), 
let 
C=(cJ=B-b,,P,+,e-b,,P,+,e. 
Clearly C E A,.,(R) and all entries of C are aprc) t’ycept possibly cgi and Ci,i+ 1 
for i=l , . . . , n - 1. It is easy to see that this implies that C = 0. Therefore k 
spans A,,( R ), and thus I’ is a basis of A,,(R) with cardinality d,. 
REMARK. Theorem 2.1 implies that an n X n matrix A over R can be 
expressed as a linear combination of permutation matrices if and only if 
A E A,( R ). An analogous result holds for matrices over arbitrary rings. Let A 
be a matrix over a ring K. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that A 
can be expressed as A = 2 
over 2 and x 
$_ lPkxk for some pelrmutation matrices P,, . . . , P4 
I,. . . ,x4 E K if and only if there ex,sts x E K such that each row 
and column sum of A is equal to X. 
3. ORTHOGONAL MATRICES 
Let A be an n X n matrix over R, and let A * be the transpose of A. If 
AA ’ is the n x n identity matrix over R, then A is said to be an orthogonal 
matrix. 
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THEOREM 3.1. 
are equivalent: 
If A is an orthogonal matrix over R, then the fo&nving 
(a) A is a linear combination of permutution matrices, 
@I A EA,(R), 
(c) A is a g.d.s. mutrix corre~onding to some x in R with x2= e. 
Proof It is immediate that (a) implies (b), and it follows from Theorem 
2.1 that (c) implies (a). Suppose that (b) holds. Let xE R such that A 
s to x. Since A = (a,/) is an orthogonal matrix, 
i,i=l,..., n, 
where ai, is the Kronecker delta. Therefore, 
e= i i&e= $ 5 a,,a,,= $j a,,x = x2. 
j-1 I”1 k=l k=l 
Hence, (b) implies (c). IB 
J. Kapoor [3] considered the question of which real orthogonal matrices 
can be expressed as linear combinations of permutation matrices. By using a 
rather involved argument he showed that if a real orthogonal matrix is a 
linear combination of permutation matrices, then the sum of the coefficients 
in this linear combination must be + 1. An answer to Kapoor’s question 
immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 for orthogonal matrices over any 
field. 
COROLLARY 3.2. An n X n orthogonal ~nuztrix over a field can be ex- 
pressed as a linear combination of permutation mat&es if and only if A is a 
g.d.s. matrix corresponding to -I- 1. 
Analogous questions could be answered for other special matrices by 
using Theorem 2.1. For example it is easy to obtain the following. 
THEOREM 3.3. An n x n unitary matrix A over the complex field can be 
expressed as a linear combination of permutation matrices q and only if A is 
a g.d.s. matrix corresponding to x fix some complex number x of modulus 1. 
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4. CARDINALITY OF 
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if R is comrgmtative, then every basis r 
of A,(R ) has cardinality III = d,,. However this does not hold in general. To 
see this, let R, be the ring of all linear ope,ators on the real vector space V 
of all polynomials in x with real coefficient: , and let s be any integer with 
s 2 4. According to Theorem 2.1 there exist n X n permutation matrices 
P r,.,.,P& over 2 such that I’={P,e:k=l,...,d,} is a basis of A,.,(&). Let 
t=s-r&+1. For k=l,..., t, let ~~(I:,u,x’)=~,u,~+~_~~’ for all I:,a,x’EV. 
It is not difficult to show that {CT,, . . . ,ut} is a basis of R, considered as an 
&module (see for example [2, p. 1901). Hence, it follows that the set I” 
obtained from T by replacing Pre with P,a,, . . . ,P,u, is a basis of A,(R,) with 
II”] = s. Therefore there exists a basis of A,(&,) with cardinality s for every 
integer s a 4. We shall see that if I is any basis of A,(R ) consisting of 
permutation matrices, then II’1 = d,,. 
If A is an n X n mattix over R, let A* denote the n2X 1 matrix over H 
whose entries are those of A in lexiographic order. If I = {A,, . . . ,Ak} is a set 
of n x n matrices over R, let I* denote the n2 x k matrix whose columns are 
A:, . . . ,A;. 
THEOREM 4.1. If r is a basis of A,( R ) consisting of permutation 
matrices, then ]I’[ = d,,. 
Proof Suppose that I‘ is a basis of A,(R ) consisting of permutation 
matrices, and let lYO be the set of permutation matrices over 2 such that 
I = { Pe : P E r,}. Assume there exist nonzero cr, . , . ,ck E 2 and distinct 
P r, . . . , Pk E IY, such that E:= rc,P, =O. We may assume that cl,. . . , ck are 
relatively prime. It then follows that 
where tie #O for some 1 <i Q k, and we see that r is linearly dependent . 
Therefore I,, must be linearly independent. It now follows from Theorem 2.1 
that p-1 =lrol = m Q dn. Suppose that m cd,. Let A =I’:, and let W be the 
n2 X (n! - m) matrix whose columns are the matrices P* for the n X n 
permutation matrices P over 2 for which P el?,. Since I’* is linearly 
independent, there exists an n2 x n2 matrix Q over 2 such that det Q = 2 1 
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QA=[ ;]. QB=[ ;:I, 
where A, is an m x nz matrix and B, is an m X (n! - m) matrix. Since I spans 
An(R ), there exists a matrix X over R such that AeX = Be. It follows that 
[ Agl]eX=[ ::]e. 
Hence B,e 10. However, since m <d, = dim A,,(Z), we see that B, #O. 
Therefore R has as characteristic some integer k > 2 that divides each entry 
of B,. Let p be a positive prime such that p divides k. Then B, =0 over the 
field 5 of integers modulo p. Hence it follows that A,(Z,) is spanned by a 
set of m permutation matrices. This contradicts dimA,( Z,) = d,. Therefore 
Irl= d,. q 
5. BASES OF A,(Z) 
We say that a set r of n x n permutation matrices over Z is a combin+ 
torial basis of A,(Z) if there exist n X n pemmtation matrices CT and V over 
Z such that { UPV: P E I’> is the set of dn n X n permutation matrices over Z 
used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Combinatorial bases I of A,( Z ) can be 
characterized in terms of the n2 x d” matrix r*. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let I’ be a set of d,, n x n permutation mat&xs over Z. 
Then I’ is a combinatorial b&s of A,(Z) if and only if I’* has a (d,, - 2) x d, 
submutnx with precisely one 1 in euch row and no we than one 1 in each 
column. 
Proof. It is easy to see that every set r of five 3 X3 permutation 
matrices over Z is a combinatorial basis ol’ A,(Z) and also has the property 
that there exists a 3 x 5 submatrix of r* with precisely one I in each row and 
no more than one 1 in each column. Hence we may assume that n > 4. 
Suppose that I’* has a ( dn - 2) x d, submatrix C with precisely one I in each 
row and no more than one 1 in each column. Let A = (a,,) be the (0, I)-matrix 
for which each entry of A* is 0 or 1 according as it does or does not 
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correspond to a row of r * in C. Assume that A is not fully indecomposable. 
Since C has zero columns, there are n X 1% permutation matrices P= ( pii) such 
that pttQa,, for i,j=l,..., fl. Hence there exist n X z permutation matrices U 
and V such that 
UAV= 1 , 
where k > 1 and A i, , . , ,A, arc: nonzero matrices of order 1 or fully indecom- 
posable (0, l)-matrices of order greater than 1. Since each row of C contains 
precisely one 1 and no column of C contains more than one 1, for each entry 
CI, = 0 of A there is P= (pi,) EI’ such that p, = 1 and P,~ <ail whenever 
(i, j) # (I, s). Therefore each entry of X,1 equals 1 for i = 2, . . . , 
k, i=l,..., k - 1. Hence, since n B 4, it follows that A has more than 2n 
entries equal to 1. This contradicts A having n” - (d, -2) -2n entries equal 
to 1. Therefore A is a fully indecomposable n X n (O,l)-matrix with 2n 
entries eqclal to 1. Hence there exist n X P’ permutation matrices U and V 
such that UAV= M, where M is the matrix M = I+ Q in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. Since C has two zero columns, there exist distinct P= ( piI) and 
P’ = ( p;t) in I’ such that p,i and spill ~a,~ for i, i = 1,. . . , n. It follows that 
{ UPV, UP’ V> = { I, Q }. Moreover, for each additional P ” = ( pi) E I’ there 
exists an entry ffrs -0 of A such that pi: = 1 and pi <air whenever (i,j)#(r,s). 
Hence we see that { UPV: P EI’} is the set of d, n X n permutation matrices 
over Z used in the proof of Theorem 2.1, and thus l? is a combinatorial basis 
of A,,( 2). The converse readily follows. n 
Combinatorial bases I’ of A,(Z) are easily found, and have the property 
that {Pe: PEI’} is a basis of A,(R) f or every R. Indeed, every basis of A,( 2) 
has this property. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let I’ be a set of n x n permutation matrices ouer 2. 
Then{Pe:PEI’}hmabmisofA,(R)foreueyRifmdonZyifI’isabasis 
of A”@). 
Proof. 
{Qp., 
Suppose that p = {PI,. . . , P4} is a basis of An(Z). Let Cp = 
Qcr,} be a combinatorial basis of A,(Z). Let A E An(R). Since 
W={Q,e:k=l,...,d,j 
that A =z$~_ix~Q,+ 
is a basis of A,(R ), there exist xl,. . . , xdn E R such 
e. Since l’ is a basis of A,,(Z), there exist uli E Z such that 
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Qk=Z$rU$i for k=l,...,d,,. Then 
A= 2 ~~5 ubP,e= f$ i 
k=l 
xkukieP,e. 
j=l j=l k=l 
Hence I”={Pke:k=l,..., 
that C4 
d,} spans A,,(R). Suppose that cr, . . . ,c4 E R such 
k_ rckP@ = 0. Since @ is a basis of A,(Z), there exist Vji E Z such that 
Pk=zf_,vbQi for k=l,...,d,,. Then 
4 4 
x x ckvbeQ,e= 5 ck $ vkiQ,e=O, 
l=l k=l k=l 1’1 
Therefore, since a is a basis of A,( R ), z$_ lck$d = 0 for i = 1,. . . , d,. Hence, 
~;rti~&,rc~t+$?u@?=O for i=l,..., d,,. However, since I’ is linearly indepen- 
dent and 
we have Zf_ iv& ui, = &k( for k, i = 1,. . . , d,,. Hence, 
c,= f$ ck6k,e= 5 ck 2 q&e=0 
k-l k=l k=l 
for i =l ,...,k. Therefore l? * li IS nearly independent. Hence, if l? is a basis of 
A,(Z), then {Pe:PEr} is a basis of A,(R) for every R. The converse is 
trivial. q 
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